The award winning Elitis range of windows and doors are backed by a 15 year product warranty, giving you added confidence when investing in your home.

Premium quality Window, Door and conservatory products
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Transform your home with award winning home improvement products from Elitis, and
be confident you’re getting quality products and excellent value for money.
The Elitis range offers a huge variety of choice. Windows and doors are available in a
range of different styles, colours, glazing options and hardware to complement your
home. Also available are Elitis conservatories and Elitis roofline products.
Elitis windows and doors are manufactured using the latest techniques, materials and
security devices and are backed by a 15 year product guarantee, giving you complete
peace of mind when it comes to investing in your home.
The Elitis range is installed via a network of specialist home improvement companies
and installers who have been trusted to carry the Elitis brand on the basis of offering a
first-class service to customers.
In this brochure you can find out more about the features and benefits of the full range
of Elitis products, as well as why you should always choose an Elitis approved installer.
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ELITIS WINDOWS, DOORS AND
CONSERVATORIES ARE MANUFACTURED TO
THE HIGHEST STANDARD AND INSTALLED
THROUGH ELITIS NETWORK OF INSTALLERS.
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Elitis Materials
PVCu
PVCu is a naturally thermally insulating and
low-maintenance material, which looks good
in both modern and older styles of property.
This material offers excellent function and
aesthetics at an affordable cost to you,
allowing you to upgrade the appearance and
performance of your home with quality PVCu
products for less.
Upgrade old, inefficient windows and doors
to energy efficient Elitis PVCu windows and
doors and benefit from improved security, a
warmer home, reduced draughts and even
reduce energy bills.

strength and boasts
sleek, clean lines, which
are ideal for modern styles
of home.
Due to its strength, aluminium
frames can be manufactured with
slimmer profile. This offers improved
aesthetics and a larger glass surface area to
maximise natural light in your home.

PVCu is easy to clean, creating a stylish new
look for your home which can be maintained
with minimal effort.

Elitis aluminium windows and doors are
available in virtually any colour, giving you
increased choice when choosing a new look
for your home and allowing you to closely
colour match frames for a consistent finish.

Aluminium
Aluminium is a material renowned for its

Aluminium is very low-maintenance and once
coloured, frames won’t peel or fade.

www.elitis.co.uk
Elitis Contour
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Elitis Linear

Just one of our Aluminium profiles

Elitis Linear

Elitis Contour

ELITIS PVCu WINDOWS ARE AVAILABLE
IN A CHOICE OF TWO FRAME STYLES.
CHOOSE LINEAR FOR A CONTEMPORARY
LOOK OR CONTOUR TO MIMICK THE LOOK
OF TIMBER.
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Material benefits
PVCu
• COST-EFFECTIVE
• NATURALLY THERMALLY
EFFICIENT
• SUITS MOST STYLES OF
PROPERTY
• LOW-MAINTENANCE
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Aluminium
• SLIM SIGHTLINES ENHANCE
AESTHETICS
• LARGE GLASS SURFACE
MAXIMISES LIGHT
• STRONG AND SECURE
• AVAILABLE IN VIRTUALLY ANY
COLOUR
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AWARD WINNING ELITIS
WINDOWS OFFERING YOU
THE VERY BEST IN STYLE,
PERFORMANCE AND SECURITY.
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Elitis PVCu Windows
Elitis windows make a beautiful addition to any home and are designed to offer the very
best in energy efficiency and security. Customise your new windows with a choice of
styles, colours, glass options and hardware to find the perfect look for you.
Casement
A versatile style, which suits modern and traditional properties alike. Elitis casement
windows are easy to operate and can be manufactured in a variety of configurations,
pushing the design limits for your next home improvement project.
Bay/Bow
Elitis casement windows can utilise sash horns to create a stunning traditional bay and
bow window design. Maintain your home’s classic appearance and improve thermal
insulation and security with Elitis.
Tilt & Turn
Elitis tilt and turn windows operate using an innovative tilting and turning mechanism.
Tilt the sash inwards to securely ventilate a room or open the window inwards fully on its
hinges for full ventilation and easy maintenance.

www.elitis.co.uk

Vertical Sliding Sash Windows
Replicate the fine details of a timber sash window with the Elitis vertical slider. This product
is available in white or a choice of authentic woodgrain foils with the option of a
run-through sash horn.
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Elitis Traditional PVCu Windows
To enhance the real timber appearance, the traditional range is available in a
range of heritage colours, including Irish Oak, Golden Oak, Rosewood, Black
and Cotswold Green, and with traditional style hardware. Speak to your Elitis
installer for more information on the huge selection of aesthetic options
we offer.

THE STUNNING RESIDENCE 9 RANGE
COMBINES VINTAGE ELEGANCE WITH
EXCEPTIONAL MODERN PERFORMANCE

Timeless Flush Sash Windows
With the face of the sashes sitting flush within the frame, Elitis timeless flush
sash windows replicate the appearance of a 19th Century timber flush sash
window. It can be used as a replacement in heritage homes and conservation
area properties.
Beaumont Windows
Enjoy the charming traditional aesthetics of real timber with none of the
maintenance with Elitis Beaumont. The system looks authentic but is actually a
modern PVCu system offering lower maintenance and increased performance.
Residence 9 Flush Sash Window
Like the Timeless window, Residence 9 has a flush sash and has been
designed to mimic the appearence of a 19th century timber window. What’s
more, it conforms to Article 4 Conservation guidelines, making it suitable for
use in some conservation areas. The window frame incorporates 9 chambers,
meaning it is one of the most energy efficient on the market today.

www.elitis.co.uk

Mechanical
joints
replicate the
appearance
of timber
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Elitis PVCu Window Styles

www.elitis.co.uk

These are just some of the window styles on offer. Please speak to your sales representative if you would like to see the full range.
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Elitis Doors

Entrance Doors
The Elitis River collection of PVCu
entrance doors are a stylish and
affordable choice to freshen up the front
of your home. Choose from a modern or
traditional style, solid or glazed, in white or

a woodgrain effect finish.
French Doors
Elitis French doors add a traditional touch
to any style of home while offering modern
thermal performance and security. Open
one or both doors to open up your home
to the outside. It also lets light into, and
ventilates a room.
Composite Doors
Elitis composite doors combine the look
and feel of timber with the increased
thermal efficiency, weatherproofing and

security of a man made material. Choose
from our wide range of styles, colours and
glass options to truly personalise your
door.
Stable Doors
Elitis stable doors replicate authentic
farm-house doors, with the top and
bottom panels operating independently
for controlled light and ventilation. It can
also be used to create a secure barrier,
keeping small children or pets safe.

STYLISH RESIDENTIAL
AND PATIO DOORS TO
REFRESH YOUR
HOME’S APPEARANCE
AND BRING THE
OUTSIDE IN.

Trust in Elitis for high performance windows, doors and conservatories
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Find the ideal door for you in the Elitis
range, from stylish and secure entrance
doors to patio or bifold doors to let the
outside in. Each style can be customised
to your style requirements and products
are manufactured to be energy efficient
and secure.

Elitis Doors
Bifolding Doors
Merge your home and outside with an Elitis bifold door. Slide
back the panels in the summer to make the most of the weather.
And in winter, enjoy beautiful, uninterrupted views to outside
while remaining warm and cosy inside. Bifolding doors are
available in PVCu and aluminium.
Patio Doors
Elitis patio doors slide horizontally to open up your home to the
outside without the panels intruding into your living space. With
this style, wide-span designs are easily achievable, creating a
larger glass surface to let in more light. Patio doors are available
in 2, 3 or 4 pane configurations.

The Elitis Patio Door using one of our Aluminium profiles

Bifold Door Configurations

www.elitis.co.uk
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(4-4-0)
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LET THE OUTSIDE
IN WITH OUR
ALUMINIUM BIFOLDS
AND PATIO DOORS
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Key Benefits
•

INCREASE YOUR HOME’S SPACE
AND VALUE

•

CAN BE USED FOR A VARIETY
OF PURPOSES

•

RANGE OF MODERN AND
TRADITIONAL STYLES AVAILABLE

•

MANUFACTURED USING
ENERGY EFFICIENT ELITIS
WINDOWS AND DOORS

www.elitis.co.uk
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Elitis Conservatories
Add space and value to your home with an Elitis conservatory.
There are a range of styles to choose from, each with their own
unique features and details, to help you transform your property
with a functional, additional room.
Styles available include modern and traditional styles such
as Edwardian, Victorian and Gable. The range also includes
P-Shape conservatories, which combine Edwardian and Victorian
styles to create a stunning combination structure. However,
entirely bespoke shapes and sizes can also be requested.
Whatever look you go for, you can be confident your new
conservatory is built to last and can be used all-year round for
any purpose you desire, from a kitchen or dining room to a living
room or playroom.

Edwardian

Victorian

Georgian

Gable

Combination

CREATE A STUNNING ADDITIONAL
ROOM IN YOUR HOME, WHICH
CAN BE USED FOR ANYTHING
YOU DESIRE.

Please note: These are just some of the conservatory styles on offer. Please speak to your sales representative
if you would like to see the full range.
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Conservatories come in a variety of sizes, and are manufactured
using energy efficient Elitis PVCu windows and doors and
can incorporate a thermally insulating double glazed roof, a
polycarbonate roof or a solid tile roof, which offers additional
benefits such as the elimination of solar glare and reduced noise
pollution.

Replacement Roofs and Bespoke Conservatories

www.elitis.co.uk
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Warm Roof
Give your conservatory the feeling of
an extension and combat extremes of
temperatures with Elitis solid tile effect
roofs. This system helps to create a
comfortable environment and can be
installed new or to replace an existing
glazed roof.

UltraSky
Elitis UltraSky is a glass lantern roof
system which can be installed into a
new or existing flat roof extension to
increased natural light in a room and
give a heightened sense of space.
UltraSky complements both modern
and traditional properties.

Loggia
Combining the very best of British building
excellence with a generous helping of
Italian inspiration, Loggia is, quite simply,
a revelation. Loggia is a modern building
system that builds stunning extensions,
replaces the traditional conservatory and
makes beautiful, comfortable rooms all
year round.

RealRoof
Extend your living space and enjoy a
more permanent extension feel with
the Elitis RealRoof tiled roof system.
It removes many of the common
conservatory problems and comes in
a tile or slate finish to match those on
your house.

Pergola
Create a stunning, contemporary
patio area with an Elitis Pergola.
The classic pergola style allows you
to fully enjoy the outdoors without
confining walls, and at the same time
the glazed roof protects you from the
elements.

Veranda
Elitis verandas are a fresh take on the
classic conservatory style. The glazing
bars in the roof oversail and carry the
glass with it, allowing you to relax in
your garden and at the same time
be protected from the worst of the
elements.
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LivinRoof
Elitis LivinRoof offers the performance
benefits of a solid roof with the bright
and airy aesthetic appeal of a glazed
roof through combining insulating solid
panels and glass panels, offering a
contemporary look, which maximises
natural light.

www.elitis.co.uk

Using Ultraframe’s market-leading
Classic roof system, the resulting
product is both thermally efficient and
extremely robust, while delivering a
stunning vaulted ceiling effect.
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PVCu Hardware
Add the finishing touches to your new
Elitis windows and doors with a range of
PVCu and aluminium hardware. Choose
from a selection of window and door
handles, along with door furniture such as
letterplates and door knockers, in different
finishes to complement your style.

Window Handles

Monkey Tail Handles

Elitis hardware is designed to offer high
levels of durability and is extremely secure
as standard. Design features such as
anti-lift hinges and anti-jemmy bolts help
to keep your home safe and secure from
unwanted visitors.
Offset
All of our window handles are available in: White, Black, Brushed Chrome, Gold and Silver

Door Handles

Knockers

Monkey tail window handles are available in Dummy or Operational function
and in the following colours: Antique Black, Hardex Chrome, Hardex Gold,
Hardex Graphite

Letterplates

Lever Pad Handle
All of our door handles are available in: White, Hardex Chrome, Hardex Satin, Hardex Bronze, Hardex Smoke, Hardex Gold & Black

Trust in Elitis for high performance windows, doors and conservatories

Available in: Hardex Chrome, White,
Hardex Satin, Hardex Bronze, Hardex Smoke,
Hardex Gold and Black
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Swan Neck Handle

Energy Efficiency
All new replacement windows and doors must achieve a ‘C’ or
above Window Energy Rating, in accordance with the BFRC
scale. Windows are rated from ‘G’, the least energy efficient to
‘A+’, the most energy efficient.
Having ‘A+’ rated windows installed in your home will improve
its energy efficiency, insulating it from the cold, reducing
problems such as draughts and even saving you money on your
energy bills. Elitis windows achieve an ‘A+’ Window Energy
Rating as standard, through a combination of multi-chambered
PVCu profile and double or triple glazed sealed units.
The below photo shows the thermal efficiency of an old PVCu
window (left) and a modern Elitis window (right). Dark
blues indicate lower heat loss, while reds and greens
indicate higher heat loss. The image clearly highlights
just how energy efficient an Elitis window really is.

www.elitis.co.uk
Old PVCu Window
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New Elitis PVCu Window
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Elitis Security
All Elitis products are built to be extremely secure, giving you the
peace of mind that your home is protected at all times.
Elitis windows are internally beaded to prevent break-ins and use
secure hardware with design features such as anti-lift hinges and
anti-jemmy bolts.
Elitis doors can be fitted with anti-bump cylinders. These stop
burglars using the common attack method of lock bumping to
gain entrance to a property. These cylinders are also snap, drill
and pick resistant, providing extra security for your home. What’s
more, all our doors are CE marked, fully conforming with CE
standards.

Trust in Elitis for high performance windows, doors and conservatories

Secured by Design

Secured-by-Design
www.elitis.co.uk

HIGH STRENGTH MUSHROOM
CAMS OFFERING MORE THAN
DOUBLE THE SECURITY OF
STANDARD LOCKS.

Secured by Design is a police initiative focussing on crime
prevention through products that meet a specific standard
of security.

Official Police Security Initiative

To further improve your home’s security, you can request that
your Elitis windows and doors are SBD-accredited.

19
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Aluminium Colour Options
Elitis aluminium products are
available in a range of the most
popular colours as standard.
However, they can also be coloured
in any of the 1500+ shades in the
RAL colour range,
offering increased style
opportunities
for your home.

Standard Colour Options

PVCu Colour Options

Ice Cream

Chartwell Green

Black Brown

Basalt Grey

Anthracite Grey

Agate Grey

Wine Red

White

Steel Blue

Slate Grey

Silver Grey

Siena

Rosewood

Moss Green

Elitis PVCu windows and doors are available in the
Naturegrain range of colours. Naturegrain doesn’t just
mimic the appearance of real wood, the stained or
painted effect finish has unique variations in the grain
for a natural timber feel.
9016SG

9005SG

7035SG

Rooﬂine Colour Options

Irish Oak

Golden Oak

Dark Red

Dark Green

Conservatory colour options

Black

Leather Brown

White

Pale Gold

Stable

Storm Grey

Dark Grey

Anthracite Grey

www.elitis.co.uk

7016M

Grey
RAL 7016

Ebony Black
RAL 8022

Trust in Elitis for high performance windows, doors and conservatories

Irish Oak
RAL 1011

White
RAL 9003

Cream
RAL 9001

Sage Green
BS14C35

Fir Green
RAL 6009
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Additional Elitis Products
Rooﬂine
Refresh the appearance of your home with Elitis roofline products,
including fascias, soffits and guttering. The range offers style
and versatility and is designed to improve the overall façade and
performance of any property, new or old.
Flat rubber roofing
Elitis EPDM rubber roofing is a high performance alternative to
traditional felt and fibreglass roofing, at the same affordable cost.
It can be installed in flat roof homes and extensions and provides a
durable solution with a 50 year life-span.
Elitis external wall cladding
Elitis PVCu cladding provides a durable facing, which also acts as
additional thermal insulation for your home. Cladding can be applied
vertically, horizontally or diagonally for various effects, enhancing your
home’s appearance.
Garage Doors
With an extensive selection of colours, finishes and styles to suit
both modern and traditional homes, Elitis garage doors have been
engineered to offer an attractive appearance without compromising on
functionality. We’re also able to offer automated garage doors.
Colours Options

www.elitis.co.uk

White
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Golden Oak

Rosewood
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Visit our Showroom
See the quality of the Elitis range of
home improvement products first-hand;
visit our showroom on Govan Road,
Stoke-on-Trent, where we showcase a
wide selection of Elitis products.
Pop in and see us today to find out
more about the options available to you
with the Elitis range and discuss your
project requirements with a friendly
member of our team.

www.elitis.co.uk

Address:
Elitis Windows, Doors & Conservatories
Unit 2 Govan Road
Fenton Industrial Estate
Stoke on Trent
ST4 2RS

Trust in Elitis for high performance windows, doors and conservatories
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Elitis Installers What to expect
Elitis windows, doors
and conservatories
are manufactured to
the highest standard
and installed through a
network of specialist home improvement
companies and installers. All come with a
15-year product guarantee.
All Elitis installers have chosen the Elitis
brand because they want to fit the best
and all installers are trusted to carry this
brand on the basis of offering an excellent
service to the customer.
Elitis installers are experienced in fitting
the full range of Elitis home improvement
products, including windows, doors
and conservatories, for a wide range of
property types.

www.elitis.co.uk

By choosing an Elitis installer you can
be confident any products you purchase
from the Elitis range will be installed
professionally, and in a way that is
respectful to you and your property.
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How to check you have a
genuine Elitis Installer
Every Elitis product carries an
individually numbered certificate of
authenticity. We think it's important that
you understand that every item has
been individually checked for quality.
So the labels that came with your new
Elitis doors, windows or conservatory
are important proof that you chose
genuine Elitis products.

Secured by Design

Glass and Glazing Federation

Official Police Security Initiative

